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Dr. Henry Indyk received an honorary lifetime membership. Following the business meeting a panel discussion ensued entitled "Expectations of Athletic Fields." It dealt with perspectives from different individuals. Jeff Thorne, Hunterdon County Little League spoke from the perspective of a coach. Dr. Walter Mahler, Superintendent of Schools, Springfield Township, NJ gave a perspective from the administration's side. Jim Herman CSFM, Total Control, Lebanon, NJ gave his perspective from one who provides services as a contractor. Dr. Frank Rossi, Extension Specialist from Cornell University, Ithaca, NY concluded the session with the topic "Developing an IPM Program for Athletic Fields."

The participation and involvement of SFMANJ in the NJTA EXPO is very evident. Over 50 and 85 registrants attended the two-day sessions respectfully, specifically geared towards sports field management (a half day more than in 2001.)

At the General Session, Eleanor Murfitt received an award for her hard work and involvement in bringing the role of the sports field manager to the forefront as well as her dedication in developing the state's chapter of STMA. Eleanor's award is proof that SFMANJ is making an impact on the state level and will continue to grow.

If you did not have the opportunity to make it to the 2002 Expo, mark your calendar for December, 2003. SFMANJ plans once again to be there, be a part of it and to continue to be the voice of sports field managers in the State of New Jersey.

George Van Haasteren, CGM is an owner of Sports Field Management Systems Inc. He is also newly elected to the board of directors for SFMANJ.

**"Total Control" Inc. Athletic Field Management**

Your Fields require it Your leagues deserve it

- On site staff training
  - Program development
  - Equipment calibration
  - Application technique
  - Infield maintenance

- Quality applications
  - Fertilizer
  - Pest control
  - Core aeration
  - Slice seeding

- Consultations

Call for complete service description
Licensed Jim Hermann, CSFM
Insured (908) 236-9118

Your business can be featured as a "SPONSOR IN THE SPOTLIGHT"

- Becoming a yearly sponsor advertising on the back page of this newsletter for just $150, then
- During the SFMANJ business meeting at the NJTA Expo we pull a sponsor's name out of a hat.

Check out the sponsor on the next page. The next one could be yours!!!